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Columbia Falls
Aluminum
Company

he bittersweet taste of a $97 million payday
continues to linger on the collective palate of the
Flathead Valley, with many wondering where all
the money went and whether they bit off less than they could have
chewed.
Early in 1998, workers and owners at the Columbia Falls
Aluminum Company hammered out a deal to settle their long
standing battle over profit shares. Workers had argued that
company owner Brack Duker held back profit shares to the tune
of $154 million, cheating employees while lining his own pockets.
The shares, workers said, were promised to employees under a
1985 agreement that required them to give up wages and benefits
in return for a cut of the company’s annual take.
Duker, they claimed, never lived up to his end of the bargain.
In an llth -h o u r settlement, workers overwhelmingly agreed to
accept the $97 million settlement, just days shy of a January 12
trial date. After a six-year battle of litigious maneuvering, the
company paid the cash, but admitted no wrongdoing.
Throughout the Flathead Valley, speculation ran wild as to
how nearly $100 million split among 1,000 workers might affect
personal lives and regional economies. The outlook for all, most
agreed, was nothing but bright.
Eight months later, with the headlines yellowing and the cash
safely in the bank, many workers are somewhat frustrated with
the deal they brokered, saying the tax man and the lawyers took

A $97 M illio n P a y d a y ...
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“A dollar in your pocket is
a dollar in mine, ” was a
phrase many workers recall
Duker trotting out at various
negotiating meetings. Over
the next several years,
however, D uker and minority partner Jerome Broussard
put about $84 million in the
workers’ pockets, while
stuffing their own with $231
million, employees say.

more than anyone expected. Retailers are also frustrated, wonder
ing why those promised “skyrocketing sales” fizzled into smoke.
“It’s definitely a bittersweet victory,” said Terry Smith,
president of the Aluminum Workers Trade Council. “Duker stole
our money, then fought us with our own money, and in the end
he still has quite a bit of our money and we have a hell of a lot less
than we deserve. But the option was to risk it all, so I guess what
we got is better than nothing.”

The Deal
The battle over CFAC profit shares dates back to the early
1980s, when the company was struggling to stay afloat, awash in
low aluminum prices and high electric costs. Electricity, the
catalyst for turning alumina powder into aluminum, is a major
concern at CFAC. The company consumes nearly a quarter of all
the power used in Montana.
Then-owner Atlantic Richfield Company, seeing no immediate
hope for the aluminum market or the price of power, wanted out
from under the sinking plant.
The small blue-collar town of Columbia Falls, however, was
not willing to see 1,000 perfectly good jobs disappear. Upward of
3,000 people would gather at town meetings in those years, and
the “Save the Plant” slogan became a town motto.
ARCO eventually sold the plant to Duker for a token $1 in
1985. Duker, an ARCO executive, also paid $3 million for the
inventory.

Under the sale agreement, ARCO and Duker agreed that,
should the plant recover, workers would receive 50 percent of all
profits.
“A dollar in your pocket is a dollar in mine,” was a phrase
many workers recall Duker trotting out at various negotiating
meetings. Over the next several years, however, Duker and
minority partner Jerome Broussard put about $84 million in the
workers’ pockets, while stuffing their own with $231 million,
employees say.
The inequitable split, Duker’s lawyers argued, was due to
corporate tax laws.
After purchasing the company, Duker used the threat of a
plant closure to broker a deal with the state that drastically
reduced CFAC’s property taxes. He also won enormous cuts in
company electric rates with the same threat.
He slashed costs throughout the plant, and convinced workers
to accept a 15 percent cut in wages and benefits in return for 50
percent of company profits. That deal, workers agreed, was better
than a shutdown and no wages at all.

The Discrepancies
Duker’s approach paid off, and within a year the company was
again making money— so much that workers and owners split
$2.6 million in profits, 50-50, right down the middle.
The following year, 1987, company owners borrowed on their
projected profits, taking $6.5 million out of company coffers. It
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was paid back at year’s end, but without interest Company
accountant Revo Somersille thought the move unethical, but
continued to balance the company’s books despite his concerns.
Two years later, when owners cut into worker’s profits to pay
CFAC’s Social Security taxes, Somersille raised the red flags. He
was fired shortly thereafter.
His replacement, however, proved equally as principled and
more than ready for a fight
Roberta Gilmore moved up the ranks into Somersille’s job,
and immediately noticed the same accounting discrepancies.
By 1992, she said, profit shares to workers had stopped entirely.
Gilmore finally called on old friend Roger Sullivan, a partner
in the small-town firm of McGarvey, Heberling, Sullivan and
McGarvey. W ith the help of the Kalispell lawyers, she filed a class
action suit on behalf of herself and the plant’s other salaried
employees. Hourly workers later filed a suit of their own, and the
two groups joined forces against the owners.
The morning after Gilmore filed suit, she was placed on paid
leave. Eleven months later, in August 1993, she was fired.
The end of her job crunching numbers for CFAC, however, was
just the beginning of a number hunt that led her attorneys around
the world and into the labyrinth of big business.

The H u n t

CFAC worker

For five years, McGarvey and Sullivan followed the money,
discovering that for the first three years of profit sharing the money
was split almost evenly. Owners had taken about $29 million,
giving workers about $27 million.
But by the end of 1988, the annual split was $43 million to
owners, $14 million to workers. Over the next two years, owners
took $159 million and gave employees $43 million, saying there
was no official profit sharing contract.
Any payments, Duker argued, were made at the company’s
discretion.
A federal judge disagreed, however, saying there was indeed a
profit sharing contract and workers were entitled to profits, if any,
that were withheld.
McGarvey and Sullivan—who had mortgaged everything under
an $850,000 loan to keep the case moving over the years—located
an “empty” company in the Cayman Islands, where they believed
Duker had been funneling the cash intended for workers.
Duker responded to the Cayman Island discovery by offering a
$12 million settlement, which was soundly rejected.
The Kalispell attorneys later learned of offshore bank accounts
on the Isle of Man and Gibraltar where Duker and Broussard were
holding CFAC money.
This time Duker responded with a $50 million settlement offer.
It was again shot down by workers, who were eager to get to trial.

Workers file law suit against owners and win .
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That trial, expected to drag on for months and include
hundreds of witnesses, was averted at the last minute, when
Duker made his $97 million offer. It was five days before
Christmas, and two weeks before the trail was to begin.

The Settlem ent
Even those workers eager to see Duker in court were hardpressed not to accept the settlement
Speaking two days before the union vote, one worker
summed the attitude of most at the plant by saying, “That’s one
hell of a lot of money. Maybe he (Duker) isn’t paying us every
thing we’ve got coming, but how can you just turn your nose up
at a check for $60,000 after taxes? We can pay off our houses, we
can pay off our cars. We can buy a new boat or plan for retire
ment
“Or, we could refuse the offer and go through seven years of
trials and appeals. We’ve got a bird in the hand. Do we shoot for
two in the bush? It’s a crapshoot I’m not willing to bet on.”
Employees opted 4-1 not to take the risk, choosing instead to
take the bird in the hand.
Duker’s offer totaled $65 million for union workers, well shy
of the $100 million they said they were owed. For salaried
employees, the settlement offered $32 million, or about twothirds of what they said was theirs by law.
The $65 million paid to union members was split according
to the number of hours worked by each employee over the years,
with an average payout of about $100,000. Salaried employees
split their $32 million based on their annual earnings and tenure,
and averaged $150,000 apiece. Some individuals netted upward
of $300,000.
The lawyers, who worked six years without pay and put their
lives into hock chasing Duker and Broussard’s financial records,
took home about $6 million for their work on the salaried
employees’ case, and another $6.5 million for the work for the
union.

“It’s been a long road,” said union president Terry Smith,
speaking on the eve of the settlement vote. “This ending is a lot
like kissing your sister; a kiss is a kiss, and you’re not exactly
complaining, but you can think of a lot of ladies you’d rather be
kissing. He still owes us $50 million.”
And that may not be all Duker owes. A member of his massive
legal team is now suing his former client, saying Duker reneged on
paying him his due. Attorney Douglas Wold claims Duker never
paid him a promised $3 million bonus for keeping the settlement
to $100 million or less.
Although most people agreed that Duker had not paid workers
their full share in the CFAC settlement, the community was
nevertheless excited about the prospect of a major payday, saying
the town would never be the same.
“It’s going to be a crazy party in this town,” said one union
worker. “Just imagine it, $100 million right here. Nine hundred
people with unlimited money, at least for a month.”

Payday
Banking on such optimism, retailers throughout the Flathead
braced for the spending spree. The settlement, economists said,
totaled 12 percent of the Flathead Valley’s total yearly labor
income, and should be a tremendous shot in the arm for all sorts
of businesses.
Investment brokers started calling CFAC employees at home.
Truckloads of hot tubs wheeled into town for special CFAC sales.
Newspaper ads targeted the workers and their families, urging
them to buy, buy, buy. Flyers appeared under CFAC worker’s
windshields, and some businesses set up shop at the plant
entrance, hoping to get in on the cash.
“We’re getting six or seven pieces of junk mail every day,” said
Judy Berardi, wife of a CFAC salaried employee. “Everyone wants
to sell us something...it’s disgusting. W hen we get our check, you
can bet we won’t give a dime of it to locals like that. We’d rather
spend it out of town than give it to these people who have kept a

Truckloads of hot tubs are unloaded.

Retailers anticipate spending spree.
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hand in our wallets for months. And
and those of workers. No one
we’re not alone. I’ll bet a lot of
mentioned the fact that
people are so disgusted they won’t
workers had put in a decade of
spend it locally.”
shifts for a lower wage than
But some employees, although a
they were making back in the
minority, were ready to oblige the
early 1980s.
Flathead’s more eager businessmen.
Instead, the Wall Street
One union worker, a 17-year-veteran
Journal quoted a reference to
at the plant, bought a brand-new
workers as “the Beverly
pickup, expecting the check to be in
Hillbillies,” implying that they
the mail any day.
had
struck it rich by chance
Columbia Falls tavern.
That was February.
alone and were now completely
But the check wasn’t there at the end of the month. Nor was it unprepared for their newfound fortunes.
there at the end of March. A n announcement of an April 1
Hot on the heels of the Wall Street Journal came the other
distribution of checks fooled everyone.
major news agencies, including weekly news magazines from as
Meanwhile, the truck payments were coming due. Although
far away as Germany.
the dealer was willing to wait—knowing the money would come
Sitting in a local tavern one evening, watching a television
eventually—the state was less patient. The truck sat, parked in the
crew set up behind the bar, one union worker summed up the
driveway, without license plates or insurance, both too expensive
town’s resentment of such treatment before stalking out into
for the time being.
the street.
Others spent money before they had it in hand, buying a
“Take 1,000 people in a small town,” he said, “add $100
$100,000 recreational vehicle, for instance, and then having to
million, stir it up good and bang, you’ve got a media frenzy.”
take out a loan to cover it once the settlement’s tax implications hit
In the end, however, the media was duped. So were the
home.
hopeful retailers and the few workers whose money burned
In the days following the settlement announcement, everyone
holes through their pockets before it even arrived.
was talking about buying or selling, predicting what sort of jolt the
region could expect Most planned on seeing fleets of shiny new
The Econom ic Im pact
trucks, cars, boats, motorcycles, and recreational vehicles.
In a deal with the IRS, attorneys agreed to a flat tax for all
I suppose some of the guys will invest a bit,” ventured Del
employees, regardless of the size of the individual settlement
Baker, sales manager at Kalispell’s Ford dealership, “but the vast
check. The federal government
majority of the cash will flow right
took 28 percent, just shy of the
into the Flathead economy. I know a
31 percent maximum. The state
lot of the guys out there, and most of
Figure 1
of Montana took 8 percent,
them are going to treat themselves to a
Number of Cars, Trucks, and Motorcycles Sold
three notches beneath the 11
Flathead County, January-June, 1997 and 1998
little something in the way of fun.”
percent cap. Add in 7.65
percent for employee taxes—
The M edia
because the checks were
It seemed everyone wanted to
considered wages—and nearly
know how Columbia Falls would
half the money was gone.
respond, and the story of how the
W hen the lawyers’ share
money would be spent soon went
was added to the take, more
spinning around the world.
than 50 percent of the settle
But the international media paid
ment never reached the
little attention to Gilmore or Sullivan
workers.
or McGarvey, or even to Duker and
“Between the attorneys and
Broussard. No one mentioned the
the feds,” Baker said from his
Cayman Islands, the Isle of Man or the
car lot, “nobody got near what
source: Montana Department of Justice,
huge disparity between owners’ shares
they thought they would.” His
Motor Vehicle Division.

Taxes, law yers take h a lf o f the settlem en t
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earlier predictions of a business boom have yet to materialize.
The place was snapped up fast, just as hoped, but not by a
Baker, who had once said, “it’s going to be nothing but good news
CFAC family. The buyers were nurses from Cleveland, and no
for both the workers and the valley,” was, like many other
CFAC families even called to see the home.
businessmen, changing his tune.
“It Ithe settlement money] didn’t make it to the retailers,” said
“Sure, we sold a few rigs on account of the settlement,” he
Bill Hendrix of American Investment Services, Inc. “It didn’t fly
later acknowledged. “But it wasn’t anywhere near what we thought
off on an airplane or go toward a new house or some real estate. It
it would be.”
went to pay off debt and then the rest went
According to Montana’s Motor Vehicle
..........................
into the bank. The people I saw invested it
Division, 1,040 cars were sold in Flathead
as a nest egg or as a college fund. To me, I
“It
[the
settlement
County through June of 1998. That’s about
think that this group was pretty darn
4 percent better than last year, when 998
money] didn't make it to
fiscally responsible.”
cars sold in the same time period. Truck
Said the wife of one salaried worker, “of
the reta ilerssa id Bill
sales were up about 20 percent in the
course we invested everything we could. It
Hendrix of American
Flathead, with 627 new rigs driving off the
got tight over the years. W hen the paylot compared to 522 last year. Motorcycle
checks were cut smaller and there were no
Investment Services, Inc. “It
sales jumped about 18 percent, increasing
profit shares, it got really tight You did
didn't fly off on an airplane
from 185 to 219.
what you could.”
Those increases suggest the settlement
or go toward a new house
Sometimes, she said, doing what you
money may have had a some economic
could meant living on loans or credit cards,
or
some
real
estate.
It
went
impact, especially when compared to
a reality still fresh in the minds of many
to pay o ff debt and then
statewide numbers. Throughout Montana,
CFAC employees.
car sales dipped by 2 percent in the first six
“W hen they got done taking care of
the rest went into the bank.
months of the year, while truck sales grew
debt, the last thing they wanted was more
The people I saw invested it
by 2 percent, and motorcycle purchases
debt,” said Kim Taylor of Investment
were up by 3 percent
as a nest egg or as a college
Centers of America, Inc. “Most people I
A few extra car sales, however, does not
know invested the rest.”
fund. To me, I think that
explain away the $50 million or so left to
But even with a comfortable bundle in
workers after taxes and lawyers.
this group was pretty darn
the bank and a mortgage that no longer
“I suppose they invested it,” said Craig
looms, many CFAC workers say their life
fiscally responsible."
Kendall, manager at Kalispell’s Vann’s
has not changed much—except that the
Appliance store. “They sure didn’t spend it
..........................
stress of a lawsuit is now behind them.
here. We hoped to sell some hot tubs and
They do, however, continue to taste
big-screen TVs, but it never happened. Maybe they just paid off
the bittersweet flavor of the settlement deal.
debt and stashed it away for a rainy day, or maybe they took a
Duker still owes them, they say.
vacation and spent it out of town.”
He never admitted guilt, they say.
While most agree that much of the settlement money was
The taxes were unfair, they say, lumped all at once instead of
used to eliminate debt and invest for the future, there is no
spread out over the past decade.
evidence to support Kendall’s vacation theory. Boardings at Glacier
“W ho knows if it was a good deal,” Smith said recently from
Park International Airport were actually down slightly in the first
his union office. “We got less than 50 percent of our money, that
half of 1998, and travel agents say they have seen no sign of
much I do know.
vacationing aluminum workers.
“We didn’t get the trial. We didn’t get Duker on the stand. But
Neither have employees been investing in the Flathead’s hot
there’s a great union message here for America. Here’s this little
real estate market Brokers say they’ve had a few lookers, but not
union in this little town in Montana where people stood up for
many buyers. One local resident, whose rural home sits on a small their rights and won.”Q
lake just six miles north of the plant, put his property on the
market one week after the settlement check arrived. He said he
Michael Jamison is a Columbia Falls area writer.
hoped to cash in on the settlement and move back to Washington

Business boom has n o t y e t materialized.
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Photos by Karen Bryant
Left: Lewis and Clark Memorial depicting Lewis, Clark, and Sacajawea
Above: Shep Statue

Heritage Tourism:
Montand’s Hottest Travel Trend
by Ginny Cass and Shannon Jahrig

17

ort Benton used to be a sleepy farm town that was going
downhill fast, according to a prominent local business
woman. Now, thanks to Shep the dog—and a few other historical
landmarks—the Montana town of 1,600 is an international tourist
destination.
People come from all over the world to see the statue of Shep,
the loyal collie that was devoted to his sheepherder master, says
Sharalee Smith, a member of the River and Plains Society and the
Fort Benton Restoration Society.
As the story goes, Shep’s master died in Fort Benton in 1936
and his body was shipped back East on the Great Northern
Railroad. From then on, Shep met every train—looking for his

master to return—until the collie was hit by a locomotive in 1942.
Great Northern employees buried the dog and erected a marker
over the grave. Fifty years later, Fort Benton citizens decided their
noble dog deserved better. They raised $100,000 and sculpted
Shep in heroic bronze.
The town’s efforts have paid off. Shep is the biggest draw for
international visitors.
“I get hundreds of calls from all over the world about Shep,”
Smith says.
Heritage tourism, or visiting an area’s historical sites, is the
hottest trend in the travel industry today. Tourists, these days,
want more out of travel than visiting a park or a mountain range.
Montana Business Quarterly/Summer 1998
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Photos by Karen Bryant
Above: The Benton Belle on a riverboat tour
Below: The Grand Union Hotel

They want to experience unique places, traditions, and history—
and learn about their cultural roots.
In Fort Benton, a Missouri River town located northeast of
Great Falls, Shep is only one of the historical attractions. Fort
Benton is a town rich with history. Considered to be the birth
place of Montana, the town is home to the oldest standing
structure in the state: an 1846 blockhouse that served as a fur
trading post and military fort and is currently being restored.
Known as the “toughest town in the
West,” Fort Benton was also a major
transportation and shipping center,
strategically vital to the Lewis and
Clark expedition and to the settlement
of the Northwest.
To learn about the town’s history,
tourists can walk along the steamboat
levee, take a riverboat tour, or visit a
variety of historical sites including the
old fort, the Lewis and Clark memo
rial, the Museum of the Northern
Great Plains, the Museum of the
Upper Missouri.
Fort Benton’s colorful history has
always brought tourists, but in the past two years visitor numbers
have hit record highs. It’s difficult track visitors to Fort Benton.
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The closest estimate comes from a survey completed by the
Institute for Tourism and Recreation Research (ITRR) at The
University Montana-Missoula. Fort Benton is located in Choteau
County, and according to the ITRR survey, more than 65,000
people drove through Choteau County in 1996. Though the 1998
figures are not yet tallied, Smith believes that visitation in Fort
Benton has increased by at least 25 percent
These numbers are impressive, and tourism is an important
part of Fort Benton’s economy.
Agriculture, though, is the major
industry in Fort Benton, and through
out much of Montana. But as Smith
says, “the farm economy has been in
the dumps lately.” Tourism can’t offset
agriculture, but without it, small
towns like Fort Benton could become
ghost towns.
W hen people come to see Shep
and the rest of Fort Benton, the local
economy benefits. Tourists stop for
coffee, fill their cars with gas, and buy
groceries. They rarely stay overnight,
though. Instead, they drive on to
Great Falls to find a place to stay, since Fort Benton only has two
hotels. Community members reflect that if they could get tourists

HERITAGE TOURISM

to stay overnight, the economic impact would be even greater. In
About the time the Great Northern Railroad was being built in
fact, efforts are in progress to remedy that situation. An RV park
1887, Havre had a lot of Chinese immigrants who had moved
recently opened and the Grand Union Hotel, which had been
West to find work. As the story goes, people used to see Chinese
closed for at least 15 years, has reopened.
people all over town during the day, but at night they disappeared.
The business community has also taken the cue from the
Speculation was that the Chinese used the tunnels at night to hide
recent influx of visitors. Remodeling and
from the cowboys who persecuted them—
renovations have recently taken place at the fort,
cutting off their pigtails and such. Another
the steamboat levee, and the Grand Union Hotel
story was that bootleggers used the tunnels to
“Today, one of the
(one of the oldest hotels in Montana). There is
smuggle moonshine.
hottest ‘muffins’ of the
talk of renovating the business district Some
Then, after the 1904 fire leveled downtown
former Fort Benton residents have begun to
travel industry is
Havre, part of the city’s business district
return home to start businesses or get in on some
moved beneath the streets. Instead of
cultural heritage:
of the tourism action, Smith says.
rebuilding their stores and offices above
attracting visitors who
ground, shopkeepers, accountants, lawyers, and
doctors moved to their basements. Since
Heritage Tourism on th e H ighline
are interested in
timber and building materials were expensive,
Just 72 miles northeast of Fort Benton is
experiencing the
the merchants and professionals decided it
Havre, a Highline town dependent on agriculture
would be faster and easier to operate from
unique places, tradi
and the railroad industry. Havre, with a
their basements. Tunnels linked businesses’
population of about 10,OCX), used to be a town
tions, art forms,
basements together and formed an
tourists would pass through on their way to
celebrations, history,
underground city. Many businesses stayed
Glacier Park. Now they stop to visit historic areas
underground until the 1930s or 1940s,
such as Fort Assiniboine, the Wahkpa Chu’gun
and the people in the
gradually sealing off their basements so others
Bison Kill Site, the H. Earl Clack Museum, and
area.”
could not have access.
Havre Beneath the Streets, which has brought in
tourists by the thousands.
In the past five years, more than 50,000
Deep under the Havre streets lies a remarkable
visitors have toured the underground exhibit
And, Frank DeRosa, director of Havre Beneath the Streets,
early 1900s underground city complete with a bakery, drug store,
figures that’s 50,000 people who usually wouldn’t have spent time
butcher shop, saddle shop, blacksmith shop, barber shop, laundry,
saloon, bordello, and opium den. The Havre community opened
in Havre. Though Havre is practically a metropolitan area
the underground exhibit in 1994, after five years of planning,
compared to some other Highline and Eastern Montana towns
developing, and collecting authentic items to fill the empty
(which consist primarily of bars, churches, and grain elevators), it
underground rooms.
is still fairly rural. But as proven in Havre, not all towns need
The underground city tells the story of Montana in the rugged
trees, mountains, and spectacular landscapes to attract tourists.
early days, with railroaders, bootleggers, and immigrants. Nobody
In previous years, most of the tourists who passed through
knows the exact history of the tunnels and the underground
Havre on their way to Glacier Park didn’t stay long enough to
rooms, but there are many theories.
sample local restaurants, go shopping, or stay in hotels, according

Photo courtesy of Havre Beneath the Streets
Shopkeeper in one of Havre's underground stores.
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Photo courtesy of Havre Beneath the Streets
Soda fountain under the Havre Streets.
to DeRosa. But a unique and authentic attraction like Havre
Beneath the Streets gives people a reason to stay in town a
couple of hours longer. After taking a tour, they’re likely to stay
for lunch or dinner, and maybe even find a hotel. The next day
they may visit the Havre museums.
Enticing people to stay a little longer is the key to economic
growth, according to writer and travel consultant Michael
Levine.
“A popular children’s book tells us that if you give a moose a
muffin, he’ll want some jam to go with it,” Levine writes. “The
travel industry tells us if you convince...visitors to stay an extra
three hours, they’ll probably want a meal. If you give them
something to do in the evening, they’ll likely find a room.
“Today, one of the hottest ‘muffins’ of the travel industry is
cultural heritage: attracting visitors who are interested in
experiencing the unique places, traditions, art forms,
celebrations, history, and people in the area” (Levine).
Havre is “doing the right thing,” according to Shari NaultPullar, cultural tourism specialist at Travel Montana. The
community has looked at its history, figured out how to tell its
story, and created an identity.
“Montana has 1,000 wonderful stories,” Nault-Pullar says.
“Each community needs to figure out what their story is and tell
it.”
And, communities of all sizes (even those that are smaller
and more remote than Havre and Fort Benton) are discovering
their identity and getting in on the latest travel trend—heritage
tourism.
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W hat is C ultural/H eritage Tourism?
Simply put, heritage tourism is “a destination with a story,”
according to Nault-Pullar, Montana’s first-ever cultural tourism
specialist More bureaucratically, she defines this rapidly growing
sector of the tourism industry as “travel directed toward experi
encing the arts, heritage, and life ways unique to Montana’s
people and places.”
These days, people don’t just travel to escape, they travel to
enrich their lives, according to an article in Museum News (Adams,
1995).
“We require more from our travel than being able to say that
we’ve been there or done th a t More and more tourists, it seems,
share famed travel writer Arthur Frommer’s belief that travel is
scarcely worth the effort unless it is associated with people,
learning, and ideas. He asserts that travel should challenge our
preconceptions and most cherished views, cause us to rethink our
assumptions, shake us a bit, and make us more broad-minded and
understanding,” the article says.
The idea behind heritage tourism (also known as cultural
tourism) is that communities identify their historical and cultural
resources and then develop these resources with the intent of
sharing them with travelers. A key factor in developing heritage
resources is to provide an authentic experience for the traveler,
while maintaining the quality of life in the community. Ideally,
heritage tourism projects are cooperative efforts, involving much of
the community. Properly implemented, heritage tourism results in
economic growth, as well as restoration and preservation of
community resources.

HERITAGE TOURISM
Characteristics of cultural/heritage tourism may vary, but the
common themes are:
• effective promotion incorporates the concept of sustainable
tourism;
• the economic benefits of tourism should accrue to the local
communities that host those activities;
• small-scale activities best provide the authentic travel
experiences, which attract tourists with considerable time and
money to spend; and
• cultural attractions, when properly packaged and marketed,
can flourish in off-season times and make up for a lack of tradi
tional destination appeals (Missoula Cultural Council).

H istorical Travelers are
Baby Boomers

Why has heritage tourism suddenly become the hottest sector
of the tourism industry? Middle-aged baby boomers are respon
sible for increasing travel to historic sites, according to most
industry experts. Historical and cultural travelers are slightly
more likely than all travelers to be at least 55 years old, retired,
and college-educated (Edmondson, 1997). They are also less likely
to have children living at home. Baby boomers are the most
educated generation in U.S. history, and the oldest ones are now
saying goodbye to their college-bound children.
Furthermore, parents of adult children are no longer drawn to
amusement parks; they prefer leisurely and sometimes sentimen
Economic Impacts
tal journeys, experiencing the flavor of communities through
Visiting museums and historical sites has always been popular
historical and cultural connections. They are exploring the
among travelers, however, this activity has only recently been
nation, looking for recreational activities that include an educa
labeled heritage tourism.While the idea of heritage tourism is as
tional aspect, which makes museums and historical sites a
old as the Black Hills in South Dakota, the recognition that it is a
popular destination (TIA).
large and important part of the tourism industry
...................
“Baby boomers don’t want Disneyworld,”
is something that’s happened in the past few
says Fort Benton’s Sharalee Smith. “The want
While the idea of
years. And, heritage tourism is most assuredly
their roots.”
big business in the business of travel and
heritage tourism is as
tourism.
Travel Trend Receives N ational
old as the Black Hills
According to a national survey of 240,000
Recognition
households conducted by the Travel Industry of
in South Dakota, the
Four years ago, the White House issued a
America, 53.6 million adults visited a museum
recognition that it is a
position paper, recognizing heritage tourism as
or historical site and 33 million attended a
an important sector of the travel industry.
cultural event in the past year. Those with
large and important
Presented at the 1995 White House Confer
historical or cultural interests spent more money
part of the tourism
ence on Travel and Tourism, the paper
($615 per person per trip vs. $425 for the
stressed the importance of developing
industry is something
average traveler), stayed longer (almost five days
historical and cultural resources and called for
vs. three for the average), visited more destina
that’s happened in the
collaboration and partnership between
tions, and stayed in hotels more often (TIA).
past few years.
different factions of the travel and tourism
These figures are hard to break down on the
......................
industry.
statewide level. It’s difficult to separate heritage
...................
“Cultural tourism makes a significant
visitors from other visitors because many of
contribution to economic and community development,”
them come to Montana for more than one reason, says Norma
according to the position paper. “It involves and benefits local
Nickerson, director of ITRR. For example, nonresident visitors
residents, cultural institutions, and the travel and tourism
may come to hike in Glacier, take a rafting trip, see their aunt and
industry. It is also a means of preserving our nation’s cultural
uncle, and visit a few museums. The variety of activities makes it
heritage. Communities throughout the United States have
hard to put tourists in certain categories.
developed successful programs linking the arts, history, and
Tourism is one of the largest industries in Montana (in line
tourism. Cultural organizations such as museums, symphony
with agriculture, mining, manufacturing, and transportation) and
orchestras, festivals, and historical preservation groups have
it has a major impact on local economies. Last year, 8.8 million
formed partnerships with tour operators, state travel offices,
out-of-state visitors spent $1.5 billion in Montana, resulting in
convention and visitors bureaus, hotels, and air carriers to create
more than 32,000 jobs and $430 billion in direct employee
compensation, according to ITRR. If direct impacts are factored in, initiatives that can serve as models for similar efforts across the
United States” (White House position paper, 1995).
travel in Montana is a $3 billion industry.
The paper emphasized that all communities in America—rural
O f these nonresident visitors, ITRR estimates 39 percent
areas, small towns, Native American reservations, and cities—can
visited a historic site or museum sometime during the summer
develop cultural tourism.
months. Montana communities might be wise to develop cultural
“Each must discover and value its own heritage and decide for
resources since there are at least three million travelers per year
itself what kind of tourism and how many tourists it wants to
interested in the state’s history.
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HERITAGE TOURISM
Top Six ty p e s o f Family V acation D estin a tio n s,
1994

-

1996

Sources: 1996 Better Homes a n d G ardens Family Vacation Survey,
Tourism Works For America Report.

have, and what it wants to share with visitors. Each must tell its
own story to its visitors through maps, tours, displays, publica
tions, songs, paintings, dances.”
The paper addressed numerous aspects of cultural tourism:
product development, promotion, research, technology, infrastruc
ture, education/training, environmental concerns, facilitation,
safety and security. Most importantly, it was the starting point for
states to launch their own heritage tourism programs.

M ontana "G ro w s" H eritage Tourism
Montana has been very active in the heritage tourism
movement. Members of the state’s travel and tourism industry
attended the 1995 W hite House conference, as well as a 1997
heritage tourism conference in Denver.
A discussion group—with representatives from Travel Mon
tana, the Crow Reservation, the State Historic Preservation
Office, the Missoula Cultural Council, the Montana Committee
for the Humanities, Montana Arts Council Folk Arts, the
Montana Historical Society, and others—is addressing issues
ranging from business partnerships to communication and
promotion.
Montana’s cultural tourism specialist says this is just a starting
point “Montana is forging partnerships,” Nault-Pullar says.
“People are just beginning to recognize the value of dialog with
the arts, humanities, and preservation groups....We are learning
how to grow cultural tourism.”
Since the 1995 and 1997 conferences, important partnerships
have formed and significant legislation has been enacted in
Montana.
The Yellowstone Heritage Partnership is a heritage tourism
area geographically determined by the Yellowstone drainage. The
partnership explores the regional cultural heritage of the area,
which includes parts of Montana, Wyoming, and N orth Dakota.
Members include an expanding group of citizens; local historic
cultural organizations; museums; colleges; economic development
groups; community, state, and national parks; recreation groups;
environmental organizations; Crow and Northern Cheyenne
tribal leaders; and local, state, and federal government agencies.
The partnership’s goal is to help foster pro-active heritage tourism
activities while striving to maintain the quality of life in the
Yellowstone Valley.
Montana has acted on another one of the 1995 W hite House
position paper requests for communities to “celebrate the
millenium by reviewing their natural, historic, and cultural

Internet Resources
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Western Heritage Center, Billings, Montana
http://ywhc.org

Discovering Lewis and Clark
http://www.lewis-clark.org

Northern Rockies Heritage Center, Missoula, Montana
http://www.nrhc.org/

Travel Montana
http://travel.mt.gov/

Yellowstone Heritage Partnership, Montana, Wyoming, and North
Dakota
http://www.nps.gov/planning/yell/hrtg/frmain.htm

Montana Cyberzine
http:// www.montanacyberzine.com/

Virginia City, Montana
http://pages.prodigy.com/virginia/index.htm

Institute for Tourism and Recreational Research, The University of
Montana
http://www.forestry.umt.edu/itrr/

Custer’s Last Stand Re-enactment
http:// www.mcn.net/~custerfight

American Heritage Center, University of Wyoming
http://www.uwyo.edu/ahc/ahcinfo.htm

Lewis and Clark National Historic Trail
http://www.nps.gov/lecl/

Promoting Tourism in Rural America, Rural Information Center
http://www.nal.usda.gov/ric/ricpubs/tourism.html
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HERITAGE TOURISM
resources and identifying ways for residents and visitors alike to
celebrate them.”
In 1997, the Montana State Legislature authorized a new state
agency called the Lewis and Clark Bicentennial Commission. The
commission is responsible for coordinating and promoting the
state’s bicentennial observance of the Lewis and Clark expedition,
which will take place from 2003 to 2006. The commission, under
the directorship of Clint Blackwood, will work with affiliate
groups throughout the state to plan activities, provide services,
and develop programs that will be useful to Montana’s tourism
industry for years to come.
As the bicentennial approaches, Montana businesses are
preparing for large numbers of tourists who want to learn about
the Lewis and Clark Expedition.The two-year expedition, which
covered about 3,700 miles, started in Illinois and passed through
portions of Missouri, Kansas, Iowa, Nebraska, South Dakota,
North Dakota, Montana, Idaho, Oregon, and Washington
In Montana, the Lewis and Clark Interpretive Center in Great
Falls has already attracted 63,000 visitors since its opening four
months ago (Puckett, 1998). The center features exhibits that
detail the 1804-1806 journey of the Lewis and Clark Expedition,
with focus on their interactions with the Plains Indians. Cultural
exhibits have been coordinated with the Crow, the Blackfeet, Nez
Perce, Salish and Pend’Oreille, Hidatsa, and Shoshone people.
Travel experts believe that the center in Great Falls has such
high visitation because tourists have already started their Lewis
and Clark theme vacations, stopping at attractions along the
famous trail to collect historical tidbits.
The Lewis and Clark observance is a significant historical
event and should have a noticeable impact on Montana tourism.
Visitors that come to Montana for the bicentennial will most likely
have a natural affinity for visiting ghost towns, museums, galleries,
powwows, and other western heritage attractions. They will spend
money on gas, food, souvenirs, and hotel rooms; if their
experience is satisfying, they will come back again.

Travel Industry Association of America
http://www.tia.org/
Internet Heritage Resources
http://www.allegheny.org/resource.htm
Rene Waksberg’s Tourism Research Index
http://www.geocities.com/ResearchTriangle/9481/tourism.htm
Canadian Heritage Information Network
http://www.chin.gc.ca
Cultural Resource Management Program, University of Victoria
http://www.uvcs.uvic.ca/crmp
National Trust for Historic Preservation
http://www.nthp.org/
OuR-TOWN
http://ourtown.sunrem.com

A ctivities off If.S. R esid en t Travelers,
1995

-

1996

(P ercentage off Person Tfrips)

Sources: TIA Travel Scope Cooperative Travel Survey, Tourism Works For America Report.
Note: Base=Total respondents (trips o f 5 0 miles o r m ore, one-way, aw ay from hom e
and /o r overnight.)

ITTR Director Norma Nickerson agrees that the Lewis and
Clark bicentennial could be a tremendous opportunity for the
state’s travel and tourism industry. Visitors will come for the
bicentennial and then visit other historic sites like those in
Fort Benton and Havre.
Heritage tourism is “a win/win situation,” Nickerson says.
“It’s smart and it’s a good direction to go. Not everyone has
the natural resource attractions to bring people in. It’s a good
avenue for a lot of communities.”

National Coalition for Heritage Areas
http://ww w.al.net/NCH AStatement. html
Dickinson, Rachel. “Heritage Tourism is Hot.” American Demographics
September 1996.
http://www.demographics.com/publications/ad/96_ad/9609_ad/
9609ab01 .htm
Edmondson, Brad. “Will Boomers Buy History?” Forecast October
1997.
http://www.demographics.com/publications/fc/97_fc/9710_fc/
fc97104.htm
Levine, Michael. “If You Give a Moose a Muffin...” Report from the
Field on Cultural Heritage Tourism. Guest Commentary for Art
Works for Vermont.
http://www.state.vt.us/vermont-arts/tourism/moose.html
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Enriching Communities, Educating Visitors
Virginia and Nevada Cities:
Sustainable Tourism

Nevada City saddle shop

Virginia City garage

Virginia City was born with the discovery of gold in Alder
Gulch in 1863. A boom town of the post-Civil war era, Virginia
City is located in southwestern Montana, about 80 miles outside
of Yellowstone Park. The city served as the Montana Territorial
Capitol for 10 years until the gold ran o u t Only a mile away is
Nevada City, an Old West town created from a collection of
buildings moved from other ghost towns.
Between both of these Madison county towns, tourists can
visit 150 authentic historical buildings, the reproduction of a
mining boom town, vintage railroad cars and depot, the Alder
Gulch Short Line Steam Railroad Museum, and Chinatown.
Virginia and Nevada cities are the most famous for gold mining
and for the Vigilantes who hanged the cities’ sheriff (Montana
Heritage Commission).
Montana’s heritage tourism movement actually began in
Virginia City at the turn of the century as hundreds of the city’s
original inhabitants returned to revisit their gold claims and the
scene of the Vigilante actions. In 1938, Sen. Charles Bovey
recognized this historical interest and restored Nevada City
(which had been a mining ghost town) as a tourist destination.
Every summer, about 400,000 travelers visit Virginia and
Nevada cities, according to Tim Gordon, owner of two Virginia
City businesses and curator of the county’s archives. Tourism
brings in about 70 percent of Madison County’s revenue, with
tourists’ expenditures averaging $102 per person per trip,
Gordon says.
“It’s safe to say that the economy of Madison County depends
upon the income from historical tourism,” he says.

Virgina/Nevada city photos by Anthony Cesare
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The United Peoples Pow w ow and Cultural Rendezvous;
A Cultural Event
This summer nearly 4,000 people from at least 30 states and
five provinces came to watch tribal dances and drum contests at
the 10th Annual United Peoples Powwow and Cultural Rendez
vous in Missoula, sponsored by the United Peoples Foundation
(UPF).
This once-a-year event reflects the culture of both Indian
people and western settlers and brings thousands of people to
western Montana for a three-day celebration. At the powwow,
traditional dancing of various styles takes place in a circular dance
arena called an arbor. Drum groups, situated on the fringes of the
dance area, drum and sing. Often, the announcer calls for an
intertribal,” and the audience is invited to dance. Other dances
are restricted to the nearly 250 contestants, or may be social
dances for couples, exhibition, or honor dances.
Other activities at the powwow include drum contests,
demonstrations of shooting and hatchet throwing, and a
buckskinners encampment.
Historically, powwows brought together a tribe to celebrate its
culture. Today, powwows remain a cultural celebration, providing
families the opportunity to celebrate a marriage or other
significant event, or to memorialize the passing of a family
member.

Over the years, the UPF Powwow has drawn spectators from
many states, provinces, and foreign countries. Requests for
information from foreign countries are not unusual, according to
UPF founder Chris Roberts, a local writer, photographer, and
powwow dancer.
“This powwow is truly a multi-cultural event, bringing together
in celebration members of our community, our state, the nation,
and the world,” Roberts says. “It is like a family reunion and
everyone is welcome.”
The UPF Powwow is different from other powwows in the
state because it is not a tribal powwow funded by a tribal
government At a tribal powwow, participants are usually from a
particular tribe; at the UPF event, many different tribes and nontribal members are present
Also different is the fact that UPF, the sponsoring organization,
is a non-profit corporation with a mission “to endow scholarship
funds and promote educational programs among the diverse
peoples of the state of Montana, with primary emphasis on Native
American culture and western history.”
Events like the UPF Powwow establish the hosting community
as a cultural center and provide an economic boost to area
businesses.

UPF Powwow photos by Marty Adrian
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Northern Rockies H eritage Centers
Regional Resource and Tourism Destination

Photo courtesy of Northern Rockies Heritage Center
Officer's Row

Military base closures throughout the nation offered an
uncertain future for historic Fort Missoula. That is, until a group
came forward with plans to make the fort a major cultural and
educational resource, as well as a tourist destination.
Fort Missoula was established in 1877 on the Bitterroot River
near Missoula to protect settlers, miners, and trappers. It has been
used by many groups over the past 121 years: the U.S. Army, the
Army Reserve, the National Guard, the U.S. Forest Service, the
Missoula County Historical Museum, and the Western Montana
Mental Health Center.
Seven years ago, talk of the military closing the fort—which was
listed on the National Register of Historic Places in 1987—made
Missoula citizen Roger Bergmeier nervous. He came up with a
plan to preserve the historic buildings and put them to use as
community resources. After some research, Bergmeier discovered
that a precedent had been set by the transfer of the military’s Fort
Douglas, Utah, to the state of Utah and the University of Utah.
Bergmeier gathered together a group of Missoulians who
shared his views of preserving Fort Missoula. He then formed the
Northern Rockies Heritage Center (NRHC) and approached the
Montana congressional delegation for assistance. After years of
work, the Fort Missoula land conveyance was included in the
National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1994. In
March of 1998, the transfer of the fort from the military to
NRHC was approved by the secretary of the Army.
While the historic fort will soon be NRHC’s property, some
military personnel are still in residence and will be relocated over
the next several years.
Under the transfer, NRHC is responsible for 16 acres of land
and nine historic buildings. The property includes: Officer’s Row
with seven 1910 stucco buildings consisting of 12 residential
units; the 1906 brick and frame post headquarters building with
classrooms and gymnasium; a parade ground; the 1878 powder
magazine where gunpowder was stored; several internal streets;
and the 1912 post water tower.
18
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Conditions of the transfer include a requirement that NRHC
use the property exclusively for historic, cultural, or educational
purposes. NRHC plans to create a “museum mall,” with multiple
historical and cultural museums. The Rocky Mountain Museum
of Military History and the Montana Natural History Center have
already occupied two spaces in the “mall.”
NRHC is currently recruiting potential new or existing
cultural/historical museums to fill the museum mall—especially
those with ties to the heritage of the Northern Rockies.
Preserving Fort Missoula is an effort that his been commended
by the Missoula community.
“The NRHC is not only preserving a major part of our history
and culture, but is also increasing our capacity to draw tourists to
Missoula, which can only be a boost to the economy,” says
Missoula’s Mayor Mike Kadas on the NRHC website. □
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of the Montana Business Quarterly.

GLOBAL MARKETING

On the Frontier of
Global Marketing:
How to Succeed in Russia and Other Untapped Markets
by Igor M. Paramonov
Editor’s Note: The headlines have changed dramatically over the
course of the summer. When this article was written early in the
summer, news stories about Russia touted its economic recovery. During
the two months it took to produce and print the Montana Business
Quarterly, the economic situation changed drastically. An economic
crisis began when the Russian government devalued its currency, the
ruble. Since then, the ruble has lost more than 80 percent of its value,
the Central Bank has defaulted on its ruble-based debts, and stock
markets have dropped to new lows. Russia’s faltering economy has also
added to the political strife and uncertainties throughout the county.
Nevertheless, this is not the first or last crisis in Russia, according to
author Igor Paramonov, a former visiting scholar at The University of
Montana-Missoula, who grew up in Kazan, Russia. In fact, throughout
the country’s 1,000-year-old history, Russians have overcome numerous
hardships and economic difficulties. In this century alone, Russia has
survived two world wars, two revolutions, and one civil war. Patience
and the ability to survive have become part of the national character
and Russia “will do its best to pass with dignity this highly critical test
so as not only to preserve the accumulated democratic gains, but also to
score new ones” (Reuters, September, 1998).
The author hopes the current crisis will not cause Russia to deviate
from the path of economic reform, or from building a democracy. Up to
this time, Russia has made significant progress toward creating
democracy and free markets. We hope these conditions will prevail after
the crisis is resolved.
And, crisis or not, people still have to eat and live, the author says,
which means there is still a market in Russia. He believes Russia will
remain an integral part of the global economy, with a door open to
western entrepreneurs and companies.
The following article discusses marketing techniques, which are
useful for doing business in Russia, as well as in other developing
economies. Regardless of uncertain economic conditions, these principles
are valuable to anyone interested in business.

The Kremlin and St. Basil's

economic, political, and social transformation.
W hile economic conditions are somewhat
uncertain at the moment, business opportunities still exist in
Russia. This article continues the Quarterly’s series on globaliza
tion and opportunities for Montanans in Russia and other
international markets (Paramonov, 1996, Simonova, 1997,
Polzin, 1998).
Over the next five years, developing economies such as
Russia will experience a growing need for high technology,
environmental goods and services, and engineering and
construction expertise—all areas in which Montana businesses
can compete (Sherman, 1998). The following characteristics
make the Russian market attractive for Western businesses:
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Photo illustration from W orldBusfness magazine, Nov/Dec 1996.
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Placemat from McDonalds in Russia.

1. Size o f th e m arket. Russia is one of the world’s largest
and fastest-growing markets. Combined with related peoples from
the 11 neighboring Commonwealth of Independent States, the
region s population exceeds 300 million. Russia’s appetite for
consumer goods—an appetite previously restricted by a command
planning system—is enormous.
2. C onsum er incom e and purchasing power. The average
Russian worker’s wages are three to four times higher than the
average Chinese worker. While the average wage of a teacher,
physician, or engineer may be only $150 to $200 a month, other
qualified professionals such as bankers, accountants, and financial
brokers can earn 100 times that amount (Whitehouse, 1997).
3. Changing Economy. Sales of Western products and
services have increased in Russia because of the market economy.
The Wall Street Journal estimates that in 1997, real income rose by
2.5 percent and retail sales totaled $149 billion. Car ownership
has skyrocketed from 18 per 100 people in 1990 to 31 per 100
people in 1996 (Liesman, 1998).
4. T h e en tre p re n eu ria l revolution. Millions of Russians are
eager to become involved in business and are enthusiastic about
cooperating with foreign firms (see sidebar, page 22).

5. D em ocratization. Significant progress toward democ
racy provides a favorable environment for global marketing.
Russia has a functioning democracy, which means that risks
of expropriation—depriving a business of ownership rights—are
low. (We hope these conditions continue to prevail.)
6. Positive attitudes tow ard the U nited States. Russian
firms and customers admire U.S. technology and know-how,
and are generally interested in doing business with Americans.
Russians, especially the young generation, want to see MotherRussia as a strong, influential, and free country similar to
America.
7. M o n tan a b ran d -n am e reco g n itio n . Montana, a
state many Russians associate with cowboys, Indians, and
the Wild West, may have an edge on entrepreneurs from
other parts of the United States. Twenty years ago, when the
author of this article was a student at the Kazan State
University, “Montana” jeans and “Montana” cigarettes were
in great demand. Today, Montana clothing is associated with
high quality and high fashion. It’s likely that “Made in
Montana” products—anything ranging from huckleberry jam
to Grizzly bear belt buckles—would also be popular in
Russia.
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Sucessful M arketing in N ew Frontiers
Market forces are working in Russia and in other developing
countries. By applying the traditional marketing approaches and
concepts in the Russian market, Montana businesses can
improve their chance of success. These marketing techniques
may also be useful for entrepreneurs in other new markets. Any
firm that plans to succeed on a new frontier should have
desirable products, reliable local partners, competitive prices,
efficient distribution channels, and region-specific promotions.
Products
Consumer goods, including food products, apparel, cosmetics,
personal care products, furniture, and luxury consumer goods are
in great demand in Russia. Also in demand are telecommun
ication equipment; medical equipment and pharmaceuticals;
construction equipment and building materials; food processing
equipment; and oil, gas, and mining equipment
In addition to offering products that are in demand, successful
companies need to adapt and tailor these items to local markets.
For example, Nestle SA has created a domestic competitor to the
Snickers chocolate bar. Shok, Russia’s first candy snack bar, offers
nuts and caramel like Snickers, but with the traditional dark,
bitter-tasting domestic chocolate that market researchers say
Russians prefer (McKay, 1996).

Partnerships
Establishing permanent, solid relationships in a specific
region is key to penetrating the market. The best way to build
relationships is to:
• Find the right connections. A s is true elsewhere, identifying a
reliable local partner is an essential element of implementing
a successful marketing program in the Russian Federation.
• Establish a full-time-presence. The days of indirect exporting,
or simply shipping goods, are near extinction. Building a
substantial export business in Russia usually requires direct
involvement and a full-time presence.
• Practice direct investment. Boris Nemtsov, acting deputy
minister and one of the major reformers in the Russian
government, welcomed Volvo’s plans to increase sales in
Russia by advising: “You can’t do that simply by primitively
selling cars from Sweden to Russia...the only way is to
come to Russia and set up factories ” (Reuters, 1997).
Price
The most appropriate pricing options for products in
Russia are market-based price (charge what Russian consumers
can afford) and cost-based price (ensures that the price will
cover the costs of production and will usually generate some
profit).

The E n trep ren eu rial R evolu tion
Along with an ever-changing economy, Russia is experiencing
an entrepreneurial revolution of sorts. Not far from Red Square,
Russians can indulge in Western delicacies that were never
before available—Big Macs, bubble gum ice cream, and CocaCola. Marlboro cigarettes, Reebok shoes, and Levi jeans are
easily accessible. BMW cars are often seen on Moscow streets,
though Mercedes 600s and Grand Cherokee Jeeps appear to be
die vehicle of choice for "security guards" and their bosses (see
page 23 for more on the Russian Mafia). Twenty-four hour
eateries and ritzy health clubs have also become popular. Russian
consumers have a greater range of product services than ever
before. They are aware of business opportunities and are eager
to become part of the entrepreneurial movement.
This enormous shift toward entrepreneurship—after seven
decades of Communist rule—has given many Russians their first
delectable taste of economic freedom. They realize that working
for the prosperity of their children and grandchildren is more
rewarding than following tiresome orders and struggling for the
sake of "a bright communist future of all Soviet people."
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While Russians are enthusiastic about starting businesses,
getting start-up capital is often a challenge. Obtaining a bank
loan is not feasible because of outrageous interest rates of up
to 250 percent. To get business capital, Russian entrepreneurs
usually borrow money from friends and relatives and travel to
Moscow, St. Petersburg, or even abroad to buy apparel,
personal care products, and other consumer goods. Then,
they bring the goods home and sell them on the street or in
small shops. Most entrepreneurs go back and forth until they
generate enough capital for a more settled business.
Millions of young, middle-aged, and older Russians are
involved in these small trade operations. A 1996
W orldBusiness article titled “Russia, For Example"
summarizes the entrepreneurial revolution this way:
"When the Communist Party died, so did complete state
control of the economy. Russians were free to make money, to
get ripped off, to exploit and be exploited. Overnight, Moscow
became Las Vegas, Dodge City, and Wall Street wrapped into
one."

GLOBAL MARKETING

Word of mouth is still one of the best
Distribution an d Sales Channels
American firms that have succeeded in
advertising approaches. Russians have close
Adaptation is the key to
relationships with relatives and friends and
Russia have done so through a combination
successful promotion in Russian
of improvisation and innovation, along with a
sometimes two or three generations live
markets. McDonalds Corp., for
substantial investment of time, patience,
together. They trust each other, communi
and tolerance for early mistakes (Russian
cate frequently, and would buy a product if
example, has significantly
Country Commercial Guide, 1997). Each
a family member or a friend recommended
changed its selling techniques in
Western company must find its own path
it. Direct marketing is also an effective
to the Russian consumer. To achieve
approach for the same reason.
Russia to reflect the values of the
success, a company must consider a
population. The company does
variety of local and regional distribution
Challenges and
alternatives.
not advertise its product as fast
Roadblocks
In a few product categories such as
food at reasonable prices. Instead,
In 1996, American companies exported
apparel, packaged foods, and alcoholic
more than $3.3 billion of goods into
McDonalds
presents
cheesebur
beverages, foreign suppliers can choose
Russia. However, getting products into the
from a small but a growing number of
gers and Big Macs as quality
country is complicated and anyone
Russian distributors. These Russian agents
contemplating business investment in
food, explaining in detail the
can help foreign suppliers by placing their
Russia should be aware of several impor
products on store shelves, handling
content of the products and the
tant issues.
customs and transportation matters, and
origins of ingredients.
conducting advertising campaigns.
Tariffs an d Duties
Russia is not one market, but a number
In addition to miscellaneous customs
of regional markets that cannot be covered
processing fees, goods going into Russia
from one entry point This means successful marketing in Russia is
are potentially subject to the following levies:
at the regional level. The marketer must decide where to start, and
where to expand the company’s activities and sales. U.S. Foreign
• Import duty/tariffs ranging from 5 to 20 percent
Commercial Services, which is affiliated with the American
• Value added tax at a standard rate of 20 percent (10
Embassy in Moscow, recommends considering the following
percent for food products).
variables to identify the regions with the most promising market
• Excise tax ranging from 35 to 250 percent on imported
potential (IMI: Doing Business in Russia, 1996):
cars, alcohol, cigarettes, and jewelry (Commercial
•
•
•
•
•
•

Political climate
Industry development and potential
Present and potential wealth
Population size
Business support availability
Access to ports and adjacent markets

Promotion
Adaptation is the key to successful promotion in Russian
markets. McDonalds Corp., for example, has significantly changed
its selling techniques in Russia to reflect the values of the popula
tion. The company does not advertise its product as fast food at
reasonable prices. Instead, McDonalds presents cheeseburgers and
Big Macs as quality food, explaining in detail the content of the
products and the origins of ingredients.
A combination of Western and country-specific advertisements is
key. Mercedes-Benz manufacturers tell Russians: “Alexander
Pushkin knew how to compose poetry. We know how to
manufacture a perfect car.” By mentioning Pushkin—the number
one Russian poet of all time—the company appeals to
Russia’s history and classical literature to relate excellence
of a product

Overview of Russia, 1997).
Along with these onerous excise levies, the majority of imports
are also subject to various types of certification, labeling, docu
mentation, and inspections.
Non-tariff Barriers
Import levies sometimes discourage foreign investors from
doing business in Russia. The following factors also make business
enterprise difficult:
• High taxes and frequently changing regulations. Russian taxes,
both in terms of the number of taxes as well as the amount
taxed, are generally cited by American companies as the leading
challenges to doing business in the country. The Russian
corporate profit tax ranges between 35 and 38 percent. Personal
income taxes are levied on a gradual scale and average about 20
percent.
• Mafiacracy. Despite great potential financial rewards,
Russia is still a high-risk zone for business enterprises. U.S. firms
have identified corruption as a pervasive and growing problem.
W hile the country has laws and regulations against bribery and
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other forms of corruption, penalties are often insufficient. The
threat of organized crime must be taken seriously and
professional protection and advice is necessary.
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From

Hamilton
to

9 rM m
Montanalog HomeBusinessFormsRussianPartnership
by Carolyn Schultz
oing business in Russia is definitely not the way to make a
quick buck—but it may pay off in the long run.
To succeed, you’ll need plenty of capital, lots of time, great
connections, and a sense of adventure. And even then, many
businesses fail.
Hamilton-based Rocky Mountain Log Homes is one Montana
business that has managed to turn a profit in Russia. Established in
1974, the company now employs 60 people in its log home manufacturing operation, which generated total sales of $10 million in 1997.

Few M ontana companies are currently doing business in
Russia, primarily because most of them don’t have the
necessary resources such as time and money, says Carey
Hester, international trade officer for the M ontana Depart
m ent of Commerce. “Russia represents too many risks for
most M ontana businesses,” he says. “It’s definitely possible to
do business there, but the company’s management must
commit the proper resources, and most aren’t able to. You
really have to watch what you are doing.”

BUSINESS PROFILE
The Russian C onnection
Rocky Mountain’s Russian endeavors began in the late 1980s,
when the company was approached by a group of Russians
looking to buy a log home factory. Since Russians have tradition
ally lived in log homes, and since the area has an abundant supply
of timber, the Russians thought the factory would be a lucrative
way to address their housing shortage.
“They wanted to be able to use their own people to run the
factory using their own resources to provide housing for the area,”
says Allan Steele, vice president of Rocky Mountain’s International
Division.
A mutual business friend connected the two parties, and Rocky
Mountain agreed to manufacture and sell a log factory to the
Russians. After ordering custom made components for the factory,
Rocky Mountain shipped the factory in containers in 1992, and
then spent about three months assembling and testing it in Siberia,
and then training the operators.
Once the factory was completed, Rocky Mountain began
helping the Russians connect with potential customers. The first
several years were slow for the Russian factory, primarily because of
the political and economical strife that had seized the country. But
gradually sales increased, and the factory currently builds several
homes a month.
The factory manufactures houses using green Siberian pine trees,
which shrink slighdy as they dry and are therefore not marketable in
Western Europe or Japan. (The logs can’t be imported into the

United States because they are not properly treated to prevent
the transfer of microorganisms.) The Russian factory has
sold log buildings to buyers in countries including Russia,
South Korea, Turkey, Greece, and the Mideast.
Once a deal is reached, the Russians manufac
ture the product, containerize it, and ship
the product to its overseas destination
with the aid of a freight forwarding
company. If the product is going to
a location within Russia, the
company uses the railroad system
and trucks for distribution, but it’s
never easy.
Russia—a huge entity that
encompasses about six million square miles and is
twice the size of the United States— has a very primitive
distribution system. Anyone expecting well-defined distribution
channels, modem telecommunications services, and wide highways
will be disappointed (see related article, pages 19-24).
“The railroad works, but the rest of it is pretty tough. The truck
may not even arrive, and it might go somewhere else. You hope for
the best,” Steele says.
While Rocky M ountain helps the Russians secure sales, the
company is not currently taking a percentage of the Russians’
profits. The Russian factory is still establishing itself and needs
the money, Steele says, but that arrangement may change in the
future after sales have increased and stabilized.
Most of the sales occur as the result of personal
vM, connections, although log home advertisements placed
in Commercial News USA have generated some leads. The
IS
export catalog/magazine is published by the U.S. Depart
ment of Commerce and is available in U.S. embassies.

Overseas Sales
In addition to helping the Russian plant find customers,
Rocky Mountain exports dry logs from its Hamilton plant
to countries such as Japan, Taiwan, and Thailand. Foreign

Photos courtesy Rocky Mountain Log Homes.
Previous page: These log homes, under construc
tion in Siberia, are affordable only to the wealthier
people in Russia. This page: (top) This is a tradi
tional log home. Fancy window treatments, often
with scrolls and painted, are a sign of wealth in the
Russian culture. (Bottom) Logs being processed
inside of the Siberian factory. Next page: Workers
at the log factory in Siberia.
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deals for Rocky Mountain typically make up 10
percent to 15 percent of its business, but
1998 has been slow because of the
| | l deteriorating economic conditions
in Asia. No logs have been
shipped overseas yet this
year, although
several deals are in
the works, and
shipments will soon
go to Japan and
Germany. Domestic
sales are running
slightly higher than
Ilast year, Steele
says.
Regarding its overseas
sales, Rocky Mountain doesn’t focus on marketing, the competi
tion in Scandinavia, or its prices. “We don’t worry about being
price competitive. We are competitive in the market place here,
and also find that we are in the world market,” Steele says.
And Montanans may have a competitive edge on entrepreneurs
from other areas. Many Russians associate Montana with high
quality because of the brand-name clothing called “Montana” that is
popular in their country.

Business Advice
Steele advises companies that are interested in doing business
in Russia to make sure they have a reliable partner in the
country.
“The trick in Russia is to have a good partner who is
capitalized well, knows people, and is not involved in
the government,” Steele says. “It’s key to go there with
a good Russian partner; but the difficulty is knowing
who that is. Many, many people will pitch a line.”
A reliable partner should also be able to deal with
corrupt government officials and the Mafia, both of
whom interfere with the emerging market system
in Russia. “We went in there with the philosophy
that we would do everything according to the
law, and usually we had no problem,” Steele
says. “To our knowledge, we paid no mob
money or under-the-table bribes.”
Aside from finding a good partner; Steele
says it’s important to understand how
business transpires and how negotiations are
done. Finally, he says, be sure to have a good
product and plenty of time.
“Capital investment in the country is still a
little risky, but if you have money to send over
there, and you take the chance, it’s probably got a
good chance of return with good connections. ’Q

Carolyn Schultz is the Bureau’s m arketing director.

Are you interested in doing business
in Russia or another country?
These organizations may
be able to help:
Montana Export Assistance Center
U.S. Department of Commerce
Gallagher Business Building, Suite 257
The University of Montana
Missoula, MT 59812
Phone: (406) 243-2098
Fax: (406) 243-5259
Email: Mark.Peters@mail.doc.gov

Office of Trade and International Relations
Montana Department of Commerce
1424 9th Ave.
Helena, MT 59620-0501
Phone: (406) 444-4112
Fax: (406) 444-2903
Email: chester@mt.gov

Montana World Trade Center
Gallagher Business Building, Suite 257
The University of Montana
Missoula, MT 59812
Phone: (406) 243-6982
Fax: (406) 243-5259
Email: mwtc@mwtc.org

SELECTED STATS

Surrendered Out-of-State/Country Licenses
1994

Tracking licenses is one
way o f looking at inmigration. These figures
apply only to licensed
drivers who trade their outof-state licenses fo r a
Montana registration. Most
o f the migrants come from
California and Washington
and are moving to Western *
and South Central
Montana.
Source: Montana Department
of Motor Vehicles.

Alabama
Alaska
Alberta
Arizona
Arkansas
British Columbia
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
District of Columbia
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming
Other
TOTAL

Source: January through July.
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67
330
2
550
61
2
3,353
1,062
122
20
4
456
158 *
87
743
379
138
152
153
58
79
53
130
126
306
535
48
172
185
361
61
179
210
303
128
420
207
168
947
311
16
67
275
84
639
463
57
220
2,404
33
287
729
22
18,122

1995

1996

1997

1998*

77
338
2
598
71
0
3,027
1,233
138
29
14
427
191
90
781
396
156
148
174
57
83
62
141
114
353
526
62
219
166
409
76
191
257
278
158
421
244
147
1,059
268
31
60
280
159
628
494
77
233
2,353
32
302
770
19
18,619

83
360
5
640
85
1
2,315
1,117
103
19
11
407
165
84
844
359
160
169
164
73
85
36
132
121
278
545
41
167
155
401
69
149
239
281
165
367
215
160
1,005
290
6
74
281
158
619
458
46
207
2,052
32
342
754
33
17,127

90
387
10
616
91
1
2,410
1,205
79
16
2
483
221
60
911
399
182
164
161
74
87
47
139
113
342
621
60
214
194
505
67
146
241
281
155
518
278
191
1,099
312
10
95
404
144
640
579
59
236
2,489
42
303
813
20
19,006

51
185
12
383
54
6
1,303
704
53
14
1
282
140
48
509
223
90
89
108
46
58
37
71
63
196
287
23
114
89
333
44
96
130
137
93
299
170
111
625
182
5
36
224
99
420
319
33
88
1409
28
191
466
10303

Bureau of Business and Economic Research
The Bureau of Business and Economic Research is the research and public
service branch of The University of Montana’s School of Business
Administration.
The Bureau is regularly involved in a wide variety of activities, including
economic analysis and forecasting, forest products industry research, and survey
research.
The Bureau’s Economics Montana forecasting system is an effort to provide
public and private decision makers with reliable forecasts and analysis. These
state and local area forecasts are the focus of the annual series of Economic
Outlook Seminars, cosponsored by the Bureau and respective Chambers of
Commerce in Billings, Bozeman, Butte, Great Falls, Helena, Kalispell, and
Missoula.
The Bureau also has available county data packages for all Montana counties.
These packages provide up-to-date economic and demographic information
developed by the Bureau and are not available elsewhere.
The Montana Poll, a quarterly public opinion poll, questions Montanans
about their views on a variety of economic and social issues. The Bureau also
conducts contract survey research and offers a random digit dialing program for
survey organizations in need of random telephone samples.
The Forest Industries Data Collection System, a census of forest industry
firms conducted approximately every five years, provides a large amount of
information about raw materials sources and uses in Montana, Idaho, and Wyo
ming. It is funded by the U.S. Forest Service. The Montana Forest Industries
Information System collects quarterly information on the employment and
earnings of production workers in the Montana industry. It is cosponsored by
the Montana Wood Products Association.
The Bureau’s Natural Resource Industry Research Program enables the
Bureau to continuously monitor Montana’s natural resource industries and
improve the public’s knowledge of them and their roles in the state and local
economies. This program provides easily accessible information about all the
natural resource industries. Sponsors are the Plum Creek Timber Company,
Montana Wood Products Association, and American Forest Resource Alliance.
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